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Abstract:- The mutation of solar irradiance can cause the output power of photovoltaic power plant to mutate, and it takes great changes to active 

power and reactive power which feed into the power grid. When the system security constraint is exceeded, the photovoltaic power plant will 

stop running. In this project, the structure and the mathematical model of large grid-connected photovoltaic power plant are introduced; then an 

improved double loop PI decoupling control system is proposed based on UPFC parallel converter. On the basis of traditional PI control, DC 

load current is directly used as feed-forward control in the control system of capacitor voltage. It is not only easy to get feedback, but also 

conducive to design and operate the series controller and the parallel controller independently. Finally, this paper sets up a Simulink model of 

UPFC in the environment of Matlab/Simulink after analyzing its principle. And then, this model was applied into a three-phase system to 

observe its influences to power quality. The simulation results show that this control system based on the UPFC can effectively control the 

voltage and the power flow, maintain bus voltage and reduce reactive exchange. It can also improve the active photovoltaic power transmission, 

as well as maintaining the stability of the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

FACTS technologies involve conversion and switching of 

power electronics in last few decades. The deregulation and 

competitive environment in the contemporary power 

networks will imply a new scenario in terms of load and 

power flow condition and so causing problems of line 

transmission capacity. But, now a day some problems exist 

to change the present structure of transmission system. So, 

the need for new power flow controllers capable of 

increasing transmission capacity and controlling power 

flows through predefined transmission corridors will 

certainly increase. Today’s power systems are highly 

complex and require careful design of new devices taking 

into consideration the already existing equipment, especially 

for transmission systems in new deregulated electricity 

markets. Blackouts have put network reliability on top of 

agenda. Improvement will require combination of technical 

and regulatory improvements. This is not an easy task 

considering that power engineers are severely limited by 

economic and environmental issues. Thus, this requires a 

review of traditional methods and the creation of new 

concepts that emphasize a more efficient use of already 

existing power system resources without reduction in system 

stability and security. Since a new approach to solve the 

problem of designing and operating power systems; the 

proposed concept is known as Flexible AC Transmission 

Systems (FACTS) 

                   Its first concept was introduced by N.G 

Hingorani, in 1988. Since then different kinds of FACTS 

devices have been proposed. Flexible Alternating Current 

Transmission System or FACTS is a technology introduced 

by Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the 80s. Its 

principle role is to increase the transmission capacity of the 

ac lines and to control power flow over designated 

transmission to few hundred megawatts. New solid state self 

commutating devices such as MOSFETs, IGBTs, GTOs and 

also other suitable power electronic devices are used as 

controlled switches in FACTS devices. The universal and 

most flexible FACTS device is the Unified Power Flow 

Controller (UPFC). 

 

1.1Mathematical Modeling of Grid Connected     

Photovoltaic Power Plant 

Large grid-connected photovoltaic power plant is an 

important developing direction of photovoltaic power 

generation. Because the PV power plant’s generating 

capacity varies with temperature, irradiance and other 

changes, when it is in the larger proportion of the grid, the 

intermittent and abrupt will cause the fluctuations and 

changes of power flow. So, the difficulty of voltage 

adjustment in the power grid is increased. 

 

PV arrays are built up with combined series/parallel 

combinations of PV solar cells, which are usually 

represented by a simplified equivalent circuit model such as 

the one given in Fig. 1 and/or by an equation as in (1). 
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Fig: Simplified Circuit of Photovoltaic Cell 

 

The PV cell output voltage is a function of the 

photocurrentthat mainly determined by load current 

depending on the solar irradiation level during the operation. 

= In ( )- ----------- (1) 

Where the symbols are defined as follows: 

e: electron charge(1.602 × C). 

k: Boltzmann constant(1.38 × J/
o
 K)Ic: cell output 

current, A. 

Iph: photocurrent, function of irradiation level and junction 

temperature (5 A). 

I0: reverse saturation current of diode (0.0002 A). 

Rs: series resistance of cell (0.001 Ω). 

Tc: reference cell operating temperature (20 °C). 

Vc: cell output voltage, V. 

Both k and Tc should have the same temperature unit, either 

Kelvin or Celsius. If the temperature and solar irradiation 

levels change, the voltage and current outputs of the PV 

array will follow this change. Hence, the effects of the 

changes in temperature and solar irradiation levels should 

also be included in the final PV array model. A method to 

include these effects in the PV array modeling is given by 

Buresch. 

 

According to his method, for a known temperature and a 

known solar irradiation level, a model is obtained and then 

this model is modified to handle different cases of 

temperature and irradiation levels.The solar cell operating 

temperature varies as a function of solar irradiation level and 

ambient temperature.The variable ambient temperature Ta 

affects the cell output voltage and cell photocurrent. These 

effects are represented in the model by the temperature 

coefficients CTV and CTI for cell output voltage and cell 

photocurrent, respectively, as: 

 

=1+ (  

 

=1+  (  

Where,  = 0.004 and  = 0.06 for the cell used and 

Ta=20
0
C is the ambient temperature during the cell testing. 

Even if the ambient temperature does not change 

significantly during the daytime, the solar irradiation level 

changes depending on the amount of sunlight and clouds. A 

change in solar irradiation level causes a change in the cell 

photocurrent and operating temperature, which in turn 

affects the cell output voltage. 

 

                Thus the change in operating temperature and in 

the photocurrent due to variation in the solar irradiation 

level can be expressed via two constants, CSV and CSI, 

which are the correction factors for changes in cell output 

voltage VC and photocurrent Iph, respectively: 

=1+ (  

 

=1+  (  

= Benchmark reference solar irradiation level during the 

cell testing. 

= New level of solar irradiations 

The change in temperature due to change in solar irradiation 

level is given by   

 

  (  

The constant represents the slope of the change in the 

celloperating temperature due to a change in the solar 

irradiation level and is equal to 0.2 for the solar cells used. 

Using the correction factors the new value of  cell output 

voltage and current are obtained for new temperature and 

solar irradiation are as follows: 

 
 

 
VC and Iph are the benchmark reference cell output voltage 

and reference cell photocurrent, respectively. 

 

1.2PVA Mathematical Modeling for Simulink 

A general block diagram of the PVA model for GUI 

environment of Simulink is as shown.The block contains the 

sub models that are connected to build the final model.  

Fig- 1.2.1: Final mathematical model of simulink  
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 Fig 1.2 shows the final PVA mathematical model in 

simulink which contains different subsystems which 

satisfies the mathematical equations of grid connected PV 

system.The effects of the temperature and solar irradiation 

levels are represented by two variables gains. They can be 

changed by dragging the slider gain adjustments of these 

blocks named as variable temperature and variable 

temperature solar irradiation. The submask of fig 1.2.1 is 

given by figure 1.2.2. 

 
Fig-1.2.2: Modeling Stage 2 

 

The subsystem of PV cell given by figure 1.2.3 and the final 

submask of PV cell and Subsystem 1 is given by Fig 1.2.4 

and 1.2.5 which satisfies all the mathematical equation of 

grid connected PV cell. 

 
             Fig-1.2.3: Modeling Stage 3 

 

Fig-1.2.4: Mathematical Submask system of PV cell 

 

 
 

Fig-1.2.5: Mathematical Submask system of Subsstem1  

 

2.1 Basic Structure  of  UPFC 

The system structure of UPFC is shown in Fig.2. Itscore 

structure is two three-phase PWM inverters. Theparallel 

converter is connected to the grid through theparallel 

transformer  T1 while the serial converter isconnected to the 

grid through the series transformer  T2 . The series converter 

supply the power grid with series voltage  whose 

amplitude and phase is variable.At the same time, it 

can regulate the power flow oftransmission lines; The 

Parallel converter supply theincoming end with parallel 

voltage  whoseamplitude and phase is variable. It 

can stable notonly capacitor voltage  at DC side but also 

voltageat incoming end of UPFC. In addition, the parallel 
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controlsystem and the serial control system can be designed 

andwork independently. 

 

 
Fig -2: Basic Structure of UPFC connected to power system 

 

2.1 Mathematical Modeling of  UPFC 

 

Viewing the operation of the unified power flow controller, 

the general power flow control capability of UPFC from the 

view point of conventional transmission control,can be 

illustrated by real and reactive conventional transmission 

verses transmission angle characteristics of simple two 

machine system.The rea and reactive power supplied b the 

receiving end ,can be expressed as follows: 

 

P-jQ= ( ) 

Where symbol * means conjucate of  the complex number 

and j= = .If =0 then it describes uncompensated 

system that is, 

P-jQ= ( )* 

Thus ≠ 0, then total real and reactive power can be 

wrriten in the form 

P-jQ= ( )*+  

Where, 

=V =V ( + j ) 

=V =V ( -j ) 

And 

=V =V { + j )} 

The following expression are obtained for real and reactive 

power  

P ( = ( + ( = -  

 ( = ( + ( = -  

By putting the values we get different values of real and 

reactive power for compensated and uncompensated system 

as shown belowfirst table shows the value for 

uncompensated system i.e =0 and second table shows 

the value for compensated system i.e  ≠ 0 [1] 

 

SR.NO  (  (  

1 0
0
 0 0 

2 30
0
 0.5 -0.1339 

3 60
0
 0.8660 -0.5 

4 90
0
 1 -1 

 

Table-1: Value of P & Q for uncompensated system 

 

SR.N

O 
 P ( = 

( + 

( =

-

 

 ( = 

( + ( =

-

 

1 0
0
 -6.25 0 

2 30
0
 6.46 -1.731 

3 60
0
 16.237 -9.375 

4 90
0
 20.58 -20.5805 

 

         Table-2: Value of P & Q for compensated system 

 

 CONCLUSIONS 

The UPFC can effectively control the voltage and the power 

flow, maintain bus voltage and reduce reactive exchange. It 

can also improve the active photovoltaic power 

transmission, as well as maintaining the stability of the 

system. It can reduce reactive powerexchange between 

power system and photovoltaic powerplant. It improves both 

the delivery limits of active powerfrom the PV power plant 

and power system’s stability andsecurity. 
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